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Mission Markets Working 
By: Kevin Jones

I'm seeing the infrastructure of the social capital market
come together with accelerating speed and clarity this
year.
 
An important step toward maturity was reached when
Impact Investors bought equity in two social enterprises
on the Mission Markets platform. Lumni, an international
pioneer in what it calls "human capital financing" invests in
higher-education for low-income students, raised $50,000.
Hotfrog, an online media portal that has yet to launch,
raised $25,00. >>>Read More 

Excitement Builds For Hub Ventures
By: Wes Selke

Hub Ventures- an innovative funding and support program
for early-stage for-profit social ventures - officially
launched on January 18th with an event at Hub Soma that
brought in over 200 attendees.  The standing-room-only
crowd was a testament to the kind of demand that exists
for early-stage funding in the social enterprise space.  I've
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been well aware of this gap in the funding food chain
during my 4+ years with Good Capital, during which time
I've received hundreds of inquiries from early stage social
ventures looking for funding.  Unfortunately, we've had to
turn away these requests because Good Capital invests
only in expansion stage companies (i.e. those with proof-
of-concept and at least $500k in revenue).  However,
thanks to Hub Ventures, we now have a place to send
promising early stage social enterprises. >>>Read More

The Listening Tour: A Brief Recap
By: Amy Benziger

Our listening tour of Europe was a whirlwind trip to
Amsterdam, Sweden, London and Zurich to hear from the
voices on the ground, on both the investment and social
entrepreneur sides, on the major issues we should be
focusing on at SOCAP/Europe. We kicked things off in
Amsterdam,  hosted a seminar at Malmo University in
Sweden, and held dinners in London and Zurich. In all
places, asking the question: What are the major issues we
should address at SOCAP/Europe? >>>Read More. 

Rethinking Strangers
By: Megan McFadden

"Why should you care about what strangers are doing?"
many ask. It's not an uncommon question for me to
encounter, particularly after identifying as a Twitter
admirer. I typically offer an explanation that alleviates any
suspicion that I follow people for interest in their daily
eating routines or worse, but what I really want to ask
them is - what is a stranger?

In the past month, I've made connections from behind my
screen, through Tweetdeck and to 7 cities around the
world. I offered to support Noam Kostucki (London,
England), the founder of Seeducation, by sharing a social
enterprise survey that he's conducting as research for a
TEDx talk this Spring. >>>Read More. 
  

Social Capital Market News Briefs
Investors Wake Up to Africa - As Africa's population, GDP and middle class grows so does investors
interest in the region, particularly in impact investments. >>>Read More. 
 
Impact Investing is the New Philanthropy - Bridging the divide between philanthropists and investors
coalesces complimentary knowledge for a solution that produces financial & social benefits for all involved.
>>>Read More.
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Global Investment Firm, SNS, to Boost Microfinance with $500m Fund - SNS aims to expand the
opportunity for investors, trusts and high net worth individuals to help the poorest of entrepreneurs access
capital. >>>Read More. 
 
Generosity and Patient Capital - Sasha Dichter, Acumen Fund's Director of Business Development,
discusses personal lessons learned as his area of focus, impact investing, grows in momentum. >>>Read
More.
 
Is Social Finance about Social or Financial Return? John Kingston of CAF Venturesome expresses
concern at impact investing projections, stating that capital needs to remain demand-led, needs based and
affordable. >>>Read More.  
 
Impact Investing is Poised to Experience Growth Surge - While Microfinance is a gateway to impact
investing, the market is building vehicles to support investors who'd rather inject large amounts of capital
into small businesses instead of a big Wall Street bank.  >>>Read More. 
 
Making Money from Doing Good - Salvation or Disguised Evil? - Give your input to Noam Kostucki,
founder of Seeducation, to inform research for his TedxWarsaw talk on social enterprise by taking this 1
question survey. >>>Read More. 

Make an Impact with Your Investments - Impact Investing gains traction as philanthropy giants and
market experts alike work to increase funds and decrease the minimum for investments. However, despite
lowering of barriers to entry, there is still need for due-diligence. >>>Read More. 
 
JP Morgan Sponsors the International Impact Investing Challenge - At their NY headquarters, JP
Morgan will choose a winner from 12 MBA programs who have designed a sustainable solution for
investment vehicles.  >>>Read More.  
 
Mobile Billboard Doubles As Free School Bus - In Ghana, a project called TriKademiK aims to
leverage Africa's growing advertising industry to transport children to school.  >>>Read More.  
 
On Creating a Social Finance Reaction- A case that chemistry may offer a lesson in building the social
capital markets between elements, combinations, unseen variables, reactions and the lab in which we're
doing the work.  >>>Read More. 
 
Doing Good and Making Money Can and Should Go Hand in Hand- Perry Yeatman, a Kraft Foods
senior executive, discusses the "97 vs 3" dilemma and how impact investing is not just about semantics,
but about good business.  >>>Read More.  
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